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‘SO SPECIAL’: Harvard University chemist Charles Lieber, left,
Harvard Medical School professor Daniel Kohane, center, and
Massachusetts Institute of Technology professor Robert Langer
have announced a pioneering heart project.
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A Hub medical-miracle team is working on a breakthrough that
may someday lead to a “smart heart” — implant-ready artificial
tissue rigged with super-sensitive triggers that could sound an
alarm when a patient’s ticker is off-kilter, and possibly even fix
the faux organ without so much as a call to the doctor.

The Boston-based brain trust announced its pioneering project
this week in the science journal Nature Materials, and they said
the tissue’s self-correcting capability has dazzling possibilities.

“At this point, if you have arrhythmia, you would go to the
hospital to have it corrected. You might even get a pacemaker,”
said Daniel Kohane of Harvard Medical School and Boston
Children’s Hospital, a member of the crew.

The new technology would make it “as if the pacemaker was
right in there, embedded along with the nanosensors,” he said.

Those sensors are the secret behind the so-called “cyborg
tissue” technology, they said, telling the engineered cells in the
artificial organ when, for example, a patient’s oxygen level is off,
or when the pH balance is out of whack.

“What makes this so special is that there are little sensors built
into this tissue, so you can monitor the performance of what you
created,” explains Robert Langer, the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology professor who envisions this latest discovery being
used to create an artificial heart. “It’s a long way off, but it’s a
real possibility,” he said.
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Harvard University chemist Charles Lieber compared the
breakthrough to a desktop computer, which uses special
software to fix problems automatically and extend the life of the
computer chip.

“We’ve brought the basics of what is inside your computer and
put it inside synthetic tissue,” Lieber said.

The human body has the same troubleshooting abilities, his
colleagues note; the human body sweats when it overheats, and
the pupils dilate when bright light hits the eyes.

But in the world of bioengineering tissue, that self-censoring,
self-correcting mechanism has never existed — until now.

The pioneering crew includes Kohane, along with Harvard’s
Zhigang Suo, Bozhi Tian and Jia Liu.

“At this point,” Lieber said, “we’re only limited by our
imagination.”
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